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Looking back the history of oncology, especially that of radiation therapy (RT), there have been several important pivotal tech-
nical innovations that provided the major breakthroughs. In most clinical settings, these have impacted and changed not only 
the concepts of RT, but also improved the consequent clinical outcomes following the advanced RT techniques. Particle beam 
therapy, which typically includes the irradiation of either proton beams or carbon ion beams, has currently become one of the 
major game-changers in radiation oncology field. The history of “particle physics” dates back to 1930s, when it was recognized 
as a distinct subject of modern physics, and the applicability of particle beams in treating the human patients was proved shortly 
after the World War II [1]. The clinical application of proton beam therapy using the dedicated equipment, however, began in 
1990 at Loma Linda University Medical Center [2]. In Korea, there are currently two institutes operating the proton beam thera-
py equipment (National Cancer Center Korea and Samsung Medical Center), and two institutes are undergoing the installation 
process of carbon ion beam therapy facilities (Yonsei Cancer Center and Seoul National University Hospital). In addition, a few 
more institutes have committed or are considering to install their new particle beam therapy facilities. 

Particle beam therapy, by virtue of the peculiar Bragg peak phenomenon and relative biologic effectiveness greater than 1, is 
quite different from X-ray‒based RT techniques. Sharing of accurate and balanced information regarding the basic and funda-
mental principle of particle beam therapy as well as the practical considerations in its optimal clinical applications in the real 
world situation seem to have been inadequate, even among the oncology specialists. Though ’something new’ (and/or ‘some-
thing expensive’) are not always ‘something better’, there have been, however, numerous suggestive and illusive information, 
which has already been made widely public throughout the digital information channels. All medical practices need to be based 
on the “value” issue, which typically depends less on the cost exerted, but more on the outcomes on the patients’ side [3-5]. 
There are still many issues that are prone to discussion, debate, and verification through the careful clinical research efforts. 

In this context, we would sincerely wish that three special articles in the current issue of Cancer Research and Treatment (by 
Koom et al. [6], Kim et al. [7], and Park et al. [8], respectively) could provide the up-to-date and balanced insights on particle 
beam therapy, from the basic to the practical issues, to the interested readers who major in various oncology fields but may not 
be very familiar with this topic. Also we would wish these special articles to assist the Korean National Health Insurance Service 
in establishing the optimal reimbursement policy. In very reasonable senses, the current and future particle beam therapy pro-
viders in Korea are highly responsible to develop and update the optimal clinical indications, and thereby to provide the reliable 
clinical evidences on the benefits and the limitations of particle beam therapy to whoever may be interested in and concerned on 
these issues. By accomplishing these duties, the resources, to which the astronomical amount of cost and energy have already 
been invested, could be reasonably and optimally utilized. These efforts by the enthusiastic particle beam therapy providers, 
not only evidence-based but also evidence-making, will be continuously required, and should deserve the appreciation by our 
oncology societies accordingly. 
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